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According to the latest updates from the IOM’s Displacement Trace Matrix, there are currently  migrants and refugees in the Transit 
Reception Centre TRC  Tabanovce,  in TRC Gevgelija,  in the Vizbegovo asylum center ,  in the safe house, and  in individually 
arranged accommodation - amounting to total of  stranded migrants and refugees located in The former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia. Between January and March  an average number of detected irregular border crossings per week was .  
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   Overview of Migration Trends  

 Until  December , there were ,  cumulative arrivals in Italy, compered to ,  recorded by the end of  a % increase . In contrast to that, Greece has seen a % decrease in arrivals  when compared to , ,  and ,  respectively . 
 According to available data, there have been ,  new arrivals to Greece, Italy and Bulgaria, as countries of first arrival since the beginning of . 
 The total number of migrants and refugees stranded in Greece and in the Western Balkans is , . Since the implementation of EU -Turkey agreement on the th of March, the number of migrant and refugees increased for %.    
 As of  January, there have been .  individuals relocated to  European countries.  
 As of  January, a total number of  migrants and refugees  were readmitted from Greece to Turkey as part of EU-Turkey agreement with last readmission taking place on  December of . The majority of  migrants and refugees were Pakistani, Syrian, Afghani, Algerian, and Bangladeshi nationality. 
A stra ts fro  IOM’s Co pilatio  of A aila le Data a d Co pilatio   
http:// igratio .io .i t/do s/Mo thly_Flo s_Co pilatio _ _Ja uary_ 7.pdf 

https://www.facebook.com/iomskopje/
http://iomskopje.org/home/


  Argentina Szabados, IOM Regional Director, Held Meetings With High Governmental Representatives and IOM Skopje Staff 
Ms. Argentina Szabados, Director for South-Eastern Europe, 
Eastern Europe and Central Asia, and IOM Mission to the UN 
and other International Organizations in Vienna, paid a 
three-day visit to The former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia, during which she has visited the IOM Skopje 
office and held meetings with various institutions.  

In her meeting with the President  Gjorge Ivanov, Ms. Szabados discussed the migration situation at the Western Balkans Route, as well as the strategic cooperation in the area of migration management.  Mr. Ivanov underlined that the country implements the measures and acts in accordance with the conclusions of the European Council in its activities related to addressing the irregular migration, border management and preserving the integrity of the Schengen Zone. Furthermore, Mr. Ivanov and Ms. Szabados discussed the processes related to the global governance of migration, with special focus on the IOM’s support to the development of the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration. The IOM Skopje Head of Office, Ms. Bozinovska, gave an overview of the IOM’s support to the country, with particular focus on the  activities implemented during the migration crisis, but also on the current and planned activities aimed to support the institutions in the alignment with the EU and international standards in the migration area.   Mr. Ivanov expressed his gratitude for the ongoing assistance from IOM and underlined the importance for further continuation of the cooperation in the area of migration management. Ms. Szabados also thanked the Macedonian President for the fruitful cooperation and pledged to continue supporting the country in addressing the challenges imposed by the migration crisis, but also in the alignment with the international standards in the migration.  During the meetings with the high-level representatives from the Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Labour and Social Policy, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Centre for Crisis Management, Ms. Szabados discussed the current migration situation in the country, sectoral cooperation with each particular institution and the IOM’s strategic directions of cooperation.  After meeting with the country’s high-level officials, Ms. Szabados visited the hospital in Gevgelija, which was renovated as a part of an IOM Skopje project funded by the Council of Europe Development Bank CEB   which is seen as a great contribution to the community of the host city.   During the meeting with the IOM Skopje staff, Ms. Szabados stressed the relevance of IOM Skopje’s projects to the current migration situation, which was expressed by the institutional stakeholders and further evidenced by the contribution of crucial donors.  She also has congratulated the IOM Skopje team for the effective support to the country in addressing the challenges imposed by the migration crisis.     

 

Thanks to funding  from the Council of Europe Development 
Bank - Migrant and Refugee FUND CEB MRF , Department for 
International Development UK DFID  and the Japanese 
government IOM Skopje was able to install  containers to 
serve as a temporary accommodation for the stranded 
migrants in the transit reception centers in Tabanovce and 
Gevgelija. The funds also covered utilities such as air 
conditioning and heating, as well as other basics, including 
beds and blankets.  

 

 

Smart investments from donors, combined with timely and effective realization of the project by the IOM Skopje have ensured the wellbeing and survival – the basic human rights - for the stranded migrants and refugees in The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. In addition to the containers, CEB MRF also funded IOM’s project to reconstruct two hospitals in the host cities of Gevgelija and Kumanovo, supplying them with new furniture, utmost-needed medical equipment and one fully-equipped medical vehicle. By ensuring access to effective health services, these interventions have thus greatly contributed to the quality of lives of both migrants and the local community around the transit reception centers.  Additional project components include the installation of a water purification system in Tabanovce, which enables the processing and purification of waste water from the Tabanovce center and the village, and thus ensures % clean water for village inhabitants. The project also covered strengthening of the border police through donated IT equipment,  vehicles and capacity building for hundred border police officers to enable them to respond to changing and escalating migration patterns.  
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Pathskill session in progress 

PATHSKILL to employment through skills development and 
sustainable labour market integration of the Roma, in particular 
Roma women 

PATHSKILL is an IOM Skopje project, funded by the European Union 
with the main goal of helping the Roma population – especially women 
- to develop the necessary skill sets for finding jobs or developing their 
own area of work.  PATHSKILL trainings are, therefore, crafted in a 
way to enhance Roma women’s hard and soft skills simultaneously.              

SPECIAL MEASURE SUPPORTING THE 

FORMER YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC OF 

MACEDONIA TO MANAGE ITS SOUTHERN 

BORDER IN THE CONTEXT OF THE 

EUROPEAN MIGRATION CRISIS 

Presenters regional immigration and border management coordinator Katarina Lughofer and Martina 
Smilevska, Program Manager- Refugees and Migrants Rights Program Macedonian Young Lawyers 
Association MYLA , in a lively dialog with the police trainees  

More then  border police officers participated in series of trainings designed to enhance border management skills and align their professional practices to European and international standards. The Special Measure project aims to reach ca.  national border police officers with such multi-tiered trainings, which are designed to enhance knowledge-based competencies in areas such as Humanitarian Border Management, Identification and Referral of Vulnerable Migrants, Migrants Rights, Gender Mainstreaming in Border Control Measures, the Indicators of Human Trafficking, and the Differences Between Migrant Smuggling and Migrant Trafficking. The training topics are in the line with European standards and aim to integrate a rights-based approach, following the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The trainings also served as a useful venue for trainees to discuss their experiences from the field. 

 

 Building Capacity for Humanitarian Border Management 

 

Under the frame of the Special Measure - IOM 
Skopje project founded by the EU - over  Border 
Police officers have participated in multi–tiered 
trainings on border management. 

 

Equipment donated through the special measure supporting The former Yugoslav 
Republic of Macedonia to manage its southern border in the context of the European 
migration crisis - funded by the European Union: 

 Twenty pieces of hand thermal cameras with detection range one to three kilometers   
 A hundred pieces of handheld radio terminals and two pieces of radio programming tools for parameterization of the radio terminals  
 A set of device for detection of validity of documents - high level document examination  system including PC, monitor, UPS and information reference system Passport  

PATHSKILL- Thematic Sessions 

 Under the frame of PATHSKILL, two soft-skills enhancement sessions were organized for Roma community representatives. The first session addressed the issue of equal access to education for Roma women, with focus on various education programs for Roma in The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and the importance of education for inclusion, whereas the second session discussed human trafficking and migration, why people are being smuggled and how to recognize victims of trafficking. In a short interview that followed one of the sessions, three female participants, who purchased hairdresser carriers, discussed the impact of the course on their lives. All three are unemployed Roma women in their mid-twenties, who are eager to learn the hairdressing profession so that they can earn a living that way. One of the interviewees, Serdzan, expressed her satisfaction that she has learned not only hairdressing techniques, but was also taught how to approach the clientele. Irisha and Senade, the other two interviewees, have also expressed their enthusiasm about the benefits of the PATHSKILL trainings, and proudly commented that since the beginning of the course, they have been constantly learning new things. According to these three young women, finding a job is not an easy task, but they are positive that once they are through PATHSKILL trainings, they will not have difficulties getting a job in the hairdressing business.    

 

 

 

 

 

According to the officials of Ministry of Interior, IOM Skopje 
had an indispensable and key role in helping Border Police to 
manage the migration crisis that the country encountered starting 
in August 5. Through various projects, IOM Skopje has provided 
vehicles to the border police to help manage the situation of 
vulnerable  migrants, as well as vehicles and other specialized 
equipment to counter trafficking and smuggling. In addition to the 
vehicles and equipment, IOM’s capacity building projects have 
helped create the necessary guidelines for the Border Police, which 
are indispensable for dealing with the migration crisis in humane 
and orderly manner. The Border Police and IOM Skopje enjoy a 
fruitful cooperation, which grows stronger with every successfully 
implemented project. Both sides are positive that this trend  will 
remain in the times to come. 

 

Fruitful cooperation between the border police 
and IOM Skopje 


